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SMITH ROBINSON: THE EXPERIENCE OF AN 
AFRICAN AMERICAN IN THE COMMUNITY OF 
HEALDSBURG, CALIF0RNIA FROM 1920 TO 1963 

Thesis by 
A. Darius Spearman 

Abstract 

Smith Robinson relocated with his family to Healdsburg in early 1920, and 
was a member of the only resident African American family in the town of 
Healdsburg until his death in 1963. During his forty plus years as a 
Healdsburg resident, Smith Robinson earned respect and recognition as a 
community leader in Healdsburg during a time frame that overlapped 
much racial strife in the nearby community of Santa Rosa. 

This study will examine Smith Robinson's high status and regard in the 
Healdsburg community, and identify factors that distinguished his 
experiences from those of African American residents in nearby Santa 
Rosa. 

This study will rely on a number of sources on Smith Robinson that offer 
an understanding of his experience in the Healdsburg community. 
Information gathered will be compared with the more general social 
theories of social scientist, Hubert Blalock, in order to identify those 
factors most significant toward understanding Smith Robinson's 
experience in Healdsburg. 

Hubert Blalock' s power/ threat thesis offers a reasonable explanation of 
Smith Robinson's experience. Independent variables, however, such as 
Smith Robinson's upbringing and health condition were found to be 
equally significant explanatory functions. Thus, while Blalock's theories 
adequately explain Smith Robinson's experience, independent and unique 
variables provide far more insight into the wide range of historical factors 
that shaped Smith Robinson's experience in Healdsburg. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

Throughout continuous patterns of movement African Americans have 

had to undergo a process of finding a place for themselves as they transition 

from community to community. Although the process has repeated itself in 

many respects throughout history, the experiences of African Americans have 

also varied greatly due to random variables such as personal and family 

dynamics. Individual experiences that are considered atypical are often 

discarded as exceptions rather than as opportunities to isolate and determine the 

significance of certain factors. 

In Sonoma County, the experiences of African Americans have also varied 

widely making it difficult to create a historical framework inclusive of all African 

Americans in Sonoma County. Smith Robinson, who resided in Healdsburg, 

California from 1920 until his death in 1963, however, was an African American 

who was considered by many to be a major pillar in a community in which he 

was a member of the only African American family. Smith Robinson's 

experience starkly contrasted with that of many other African Americans in 

Sonoma County. 

An example of integration at its highest levels, Robinson conducted the 

choir of an all white church during what is often referred to as the most 

segregated hour of the week. While actively seeking connections with African 

American communities, history, and heritage, Smith Robinson did not 
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participate in the Civil Rights activities in the nearby community of Santa Rosa, 

California. Smith Robinson held a janitorial position at Healdsburg Memorial 

Hospital, but in terms of regard in the community, he held an administrator's 

status. 

Santa Rosa during the 1950s displayed the more familiar aspects of the 

nationally known Civil Rights Movement, including sit ins, boycotts, and 

pickets. The Community Baptist Church, the local African American church in 

Santa Rosa, was attended by African Americans from throughout Sonoma 

County. The church was the central point from which activities such as a sit-in at 

a local bar on 4th St., and participation in the nationwide picket of Woolworth

Kress in front of the Santa Rosa chain store were organized. One of the 

organizers in the Santa Rosa community, Platt Williams, was once quoted as 

saying that Santa Rosa schools wouldn't even hire an African American janitor. 

Thus the problem is that given the widely variant community dynamics 

between Healdsburg and Santa Rosa, it is difficult to put the experience of Smith 

Robinson into the larger framework of African American history in Sonoma 

County. 

Significance of the Problem 

There have been many descriptive studies that provide historical models 

of African Americans emphasizing various dynamics of the African American 

experience in different settings. In emphasizing a particular factor, however, one 

often overlooks another. This study will investigate Smith Robinson's experience 
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as an African American in the community of Healdsburg, California and 

provides a unique opportunity to examine African American community 

leadership within a community that was not African American. Through 

examination of Smith Robinson's unique experience, this study will bring forth 

some key factors that shaped that experience. This study proposes that those 

factors must be considered as the basis for creating a historical framework. 

Definition of Terms 

As many of the terms used prominently throughout this paper have 

changed meaning over the years, or have been adopted in favor of previously 

used terms, it is necessary to review those terms and the context with which they 

will be used in this study. 

African American; Contemporary term referring to people of African 
descent; because the paper spans various time periods and class 
divisions, this term will be used throughout this paper 

Black; Primarily used after the 1950s and refers to people of African 
descent. Found in interviews and literature such as the Stephenson 
interview. Because usage of this term is particular to a time and 
community/ class setting, it will be used only in direct quotes. 

Negro; Primarily used between 1900 and 1950. Because usage of this term 
is particular to a time and community/ class setting it will be used only 
in direct quotes. 

Colored; Primarily used between the 1880s and 1950s. Most prominent 
usage in early 1900s in middle class circles and movements such as the 
NAACP. Because usage of this term is particular to a time and 
community/ class setting it will be used only in direct quotes. 

Nigger; While initially a somewhat neutral term used in reference to 
people of African descent as well as place names in which large 
numbers of African Americans were found (i.e., Nigger Hill, or Nigger 
Bend), by the 1900s a derogatory connotation became attached to the 
term. Thus references in the Santa Rosa Press Democrat to "niggers" ( as 
quoted in this paper) carry this negative connotation. 

Coon; Another derogatory term used in reference to people of African 
descent that grew out of the popular minstrel shows that portrayed 
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buffoonish characterizations of African Americans with large bulging 
eyes. Thus references in the Santa Rosa Press Democrat to "coons" (as 
quoted in this paper) also carry this negative connotation. 

Smitty; Used in reference to Smith Robinson by all of those who knew 
him. Since reference to Smith Robinson as "Smitty" is so prominent 
throughout the literature and interviews relevant to him and are 
quoted heavily, the writer will adopt this term for the sake of 
consistency. 

Methodology 

Through thorough review of relevant literature and personal interviews 

the writer will identify key factors that shaped Smith Robinson's ("or Smitty's") 

experience. Information collected has been organized according to factors that 

include: The Robinson family background, Smitty's personal background, and 

Healdsburg community dynamics. This study combines factors that are unique, 

independent, and particular to Smith Robinson's experience with overarching 

theoretical propositions that can be applied broadly to various situations. 

In order to assess the unique circumstances that shaped Smitty and his 

experience, the writer has employed a variety of sources. Newspaper articles 

and mainstream publications highlighted Smitty's most notable achievements 

and contributions to his community. Sources closer to Smitty's everyday 

experiences were then examined such as Smitty's high school yearbook, five of 

Smitty's personal scrapbooks and photo albums, writings of people close to 

Smitty, and a televised airing of Ralph Edwards' This is Your Life!, which 

included appearances by people close to him throughout his life. Lastly, the 

writer has employed the use of a series of personal interviews conducted by the 

writer with persons representing a cross-section of Smitty's life. 
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With individual factors established, the study will refocus by extending 

out to the larger Sonoma County community focusing on models for community 

dynamics. African Americans in the nearby community of Santa Rosa engaged 

in civil activism during a time period running parallel to Smitty's activities in 

Healdsburg. Hubert Blalock's book, Toward a Theory on Minority Group Relations, 

seems to offer a reasonable explanation of the widely varying experiences 

between Smith Robinson and his Santa Rosa counterparts. Suggested by Dr. 

Larry H. Shinagawa, Chair of the American Multicultural Studies Department, 

Blalock's book is most relevant in this case study as it proposes theories 

pertaining to the percentage of min?rities in a given population and the majority 

group's motivation to discriminate. 

This paper will address the question of the importance of individual 

dynamics versus broad overarching theories in shaping Smitty's experience, and 

the extent to which constructing a broad historical framework is reliable in the 

context of African American history. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND SOURCES 

Sources Relevant to Smith Robinson's Background 

Most of the literature surrounding the life of Smith Robinson focuses on 

his efforts to keep local servicemen in touch with their Healdsburg community 

during wartime. Literature on that effort, which gained national attention, 

includes several articles from the Healdsburg Tribune, and an article by Bruce J. 

Campbell entitled, "The Town That Adopted a Battalion," that appeared in 

Reader's Digest, in December of 1953. Other articles, such as those by Santa Rosa 

Press Democrat columnist, Gaye LeBaron, also focus on Smitty's efforts with the 

servicemen. 

Robinson was also featured in a 1954 episode of Ralph Edwards' "This is 

Your Life!" Smitty came to the attention of the show's producers after the article 

on Smitty appeared in Reader's Digest. The episode focused on Robinson's 

relationship to Healdsburg servicemen, but also offered valuable information on 

Robinson's life. The half-hour television show gives important biographical 

information from his early childhood up until the show's airing in 1954. 

Appearances by people close to Smitty offer insight into his standing in the 

community and show that he was extremely well-liked even before this 

nationally known act of philanthropy. 

There are only a few written sources available which did not have any 

particular focus on Robinson's role in keeping Healdsburg servicemen in touch 

with their community. Among those sources is a short paper written by his 
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friend and classmate, Earl Osborne entitled, "Smith Robinson - My Most 

Unforgettable Character," submitted to the Healdsburg Museum in 1991. 

Although written many years after Smitty's death, this paper was written by an 

individual who many have identified as having been closest to Smitty. 

Therefore, it can be trusted as a reliable source for objective information such as 

Smitty's family background, arrival in Healdsburg, and specific community 

activities he was involved in. As the paper was written from the perspective of 

someone who greatly admired and loved Smitty, however, subjective 

information (such as that Robinson was a "star athlete") should be cross-checked. 

The Healdsburg High School yearbook chronicles four years of Smitty's 

involvement in athletics, school clubs, office-holding positions, and dramatics. 

In addition, each edition published between 1924 and 1927 makes reference to 

Smitty's warm-hearted character. The Healdsburg High School Yearbook is 

extremely valuable in documenting Smitty's high school years. From this source, 

one can determine the extent to which the Robinson family was active in the 

above mentioned activities. Other writings about him such as those written by 

his brother, James Robinson, are also valuable. 

Most significantly, there are the writings of Smith Robinson himself. The 

Healdsburg museum was gracious enough to allow the writer to examine five 

large scrapbooks that Smitty kept. In those scrapbooks is an extensive amount of 

letters, poems, wedding invitations and other materials that Smitty collected. 

These provide insight into Smitty's own sense of self and where he stood within 
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his community. They document his community activities and the personal sense 

of worth he placed upon them. 

All writings and material on Smitty reflect a good-natured, caring 

individual who dearly loved, and was loved by, his Healdsburg community. 

The writer's personal interviews with individuals closest to Smitty were 

extremely valuable. As a member of Smitty's choir, Darla Budworth was able to 

provide some insights into the importance of the choir in Smitty's life. Francis 

Passalacqua, Gary Rosenburg, and Milton Brandt all received letters from Smitty 

while in the service. The three of them were also involved in the community 

banquet to raise funds for Smitty's heart operation. Lastly, Genevieve Bayan -

Smitty's niece - was an invaluable source on the Robinson family background. 

Feeling compelled to trace her family roots after her mother's death in 1995, 

Bayan has traveled several times to Georgia in order to establish family 

connections and history. Much of the background information provided in this 

paper is a result of Bayan's personal quest. 

Sources on the City of Healdsburg 

Claire Rithner's 1997 thesis, Migrant farm Workers, Growers and the 

Healdsburg Community, 1941-1945, is useful for its analysis of the Healdsburg 

community during the time of Smith Robinson's residence there. United States 

American settlers first reached the Healdsburg vicinity in the 1840s. Later, as a 

summer getaway for city dwellers, Healdsburg developed into a small, 



conservative, middle-class town surrounded by agricultural satellite areas. 

Rithner describes pre-World War II Healdsburg as 

a provincial, tight-knit community whose members knew one 
another at least by face if not by name and circumstance ... there 
had been little new settlement since the turn of the Century. 

Indeed, Healdsburg's population of 2,507 in 1940 was very 
similar to what it had been since 1900. Populations in outlying 
areas had also grown little in recent decades remaining at about 
7500 people. In that year, the ethnic and racial make-up of the area 
was largely native-born Caucasian with a small Native American 
community, one African-American family and a large minority of 

· Italian immigrants ... 
Many of the business and political leaders of this community 

were longtime residents . . . Members of these families . . . were 
prominent in the leadership of service organizations, city 
government, and grower organizations. Little class or ethnic strife 
occurred within this community since challenges to the dominance 
of this leadership rarely occurred.1 

Sources Relevant to the Historical Setting and Sociological Context 

9 

The dynamics within the nearby community of Santa Rosa are important 

to note in order to show the contrast between Healdsburg and Santa Rosa. 

Factors that are of particular importance as they relate to Smitty's experience 

include residential demographics, community dynamics (including high school 

experiences) the role of wartime vis-a-vis African Americans, and the role of the 

church in the African American community. 

Santa Rosa Press Democrat newspaper columnist, Gaye LeBaron, provides 

insights into the Santa Rosa's social structure during the period in which Smitty 

resided in Healdsburg. LeBaron's articles reveal some of the residential and 
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social dynamics of Santa Rosa. Gaye LeBaron 's Notebook demonstrates that among 

the many forms of discrimination African Americans faced from the 1920s 

through the 1950s was the "invisible wall of steel," otherwise known as the 

restrictive covenant. Additionally, Gaye LeBaron's column is crucial in 

chronicling the civil activism of African Americans in Santa Rosa, especially the 

Gray family. For example, LeBaron indicates that their earliest organized 

activities included picketing Woolworth-Kress as part of a nationwide movement 

to desegregate lunch counters in the mid 1950s. At this time, Smitty was being 

honored by the Healdsburg community, making his appearance on Ralph 

Edwards' This is Your Life! 

Santa Rosa High School's 1919 yearbook provides an interesting parallel to 

Smitty's high school experience as recorded in the Healdsburg High School 

yearbook. One story in the Santa Rosa High School yearbook written by a 

sophomore student opened with the words of a young boy who said in reference 

to an African American boy: "Hey, somebody get that chocolate drop out of the 

way quick."2 Santa Rosa High School activities sometimes featured students in 

"blackface" who performed antics for the amusement of the student body. 

One of the factors that accounts for the importance of Smitty's actions in 

supporting Healdsburg servicemen concerns US wars and their relationship to 

the history of African Americans. Therefore, sources on the importance of 

1 Claire Rithner, Migrant Farm Workers, Growers, and the Healdsburg Community, 1941-1945, A thesis 
submitted to Sonoma State University in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of 
Master of Arts in History, 1997, 13-15. 
2 From the Santa Rosa High School Yearbook, Santa Rosa, California, 1919. 
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wartime vis-a-vis African Americans in the US need to be carefully considered. 

Such consideration will, again, highlight the difference in frame of reference 

between Smith Robinson and the majority of the remainder of African Americans 

in Sonoma County who would become active in social protest movements in the 

1950s. 

Robert W. Mullen's book, Blacks in America's Wars (1991), contains useful 

information on the role of African Americans during various wars throughout 

the history of the United States. Mullen demonstrates the importance African 

Americans throughout history placed on serving their country during wartime 

as a means of gaining social acceptance to such an extent that by the end of the 

19th century, the US military was more integrated than society at large.3 Mullen 

argues that African Americans "sought to participate in America's wars in the 

hope that sacrifices on the battlefield would bring the reward of increased rights 

for all Black people in civilian life."4 

Mullen, among many other historians, argues that the Civil Rights 

Movement in the 1950s and 1960s stemmed in part from African Americans' 

unwillingness to accept discrimination without protest after serving in large 

numbers during World War 11.5 Mullen's analysis is significant because the 

African American community in Santa Rosa follows Mullen's model, but because 

he was ineligible for the service due to his chronic heart condition, Smitty's 

relation to World War II and activism thereafter would be dramatically different. 

3 Robert W. Mullen, Blacks in America's Wars; Eighth Edition, Anchor Foundation, 1991, 41. 
4 Ibid, 8. 
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The church was among the first African American institutions in Sonoma 

County, and NAACP secretary Jodi Formway's interview with Santa Rosa 

resident, Roger Stephenson, is key in establishing the importance of the 

Community Baptist Church to the African American community.of Santa Rosa 

and Sonoma County. Having migrated to Santa Rosa's South Park community in 

1945, Stephenson was able to comment on the church from the perspective of one 

who was a member of the community at the time the church was founded on 

March 18, 1956. 

The information Stephenson provides further deepens the question of 

why Smitty seemed so far removed from the Santa Rosa Community. 

Stephenson indicates that the church was a place for African Americans 

throughout Sonoma County, and served as a meeting place from which 

community activities were organized. Additionally, Rev. Ann Gray Byrd is an 

important source on one of the first established African American organizations, 

the Community Baptist Church. 

An article that appeared in the 1925 edition of Survey Graphic is valuable 

as a model for studying the nationwide importance of the role of the church in 

the African American Community. Entitled, "The Church and the Negro Spirit," 

by George E. Haynes, the article refers to the church as "the most resourceful and 

the most characteristic organized force in the life of the Negroes of the Northern 

cities as it was in the Southern communities from which they come." Haynes' 

analysis can be viewed alongside that of Roger Stephenson. 

5 Ibid, 59 
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Thus, in relation to the most important aspects of Smitty's experience in 

Healdsburg - the residential dynamics of the community, the high school 

experience, war and its significance to African Americans, and the role of the 

·church-the writer has identified the context sources most relevant to Smitty's 

Healdsburg and his counterparts in the nearby community of Santa Rosa. 

Chapter three will establish the Robinson family's family history and factors that 

will be important in shaping his experience in Healdsburg. While chapter four 

will focus on factors unique and particular to Smitty's experience, chapter five 

will focus on some broader social theories that may account for Smitty's 

• 6 experience. 

6 The social theories are taken from Hubert Blalock's book, Toward a Theory of Minority-Group 
Relations, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1967. 
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III. SMITH ROBINSON - A MAN AND HIS COMMUNITY 

Robinson Family Background 

All persons with whom the writer has made contact in connection with 

this paper know the Robinson family as a family of high achievers. This 

assertion is evidenced by a letter from one of his choir members: "You have a 

wonderful family, Smitty. You should be proud of them. Scholarships and 

Master's Degrees don't happen in every family."7 The Robinson family's roots in 

the Southern tradition of Atlanta, Georgia would be a major factor in the family's 

adjustment when settling in the predominantly white town of Healdsburg, 

California. 

Of Smitty's siblings that would eventually settle with him in the town of 

Healdsburg and later move on, Mattie Irene was the oldest. Of Smitty's brothers 

and sisters that would come to know the town of Healdsburg, Mattie was the 

only one to have been born in Atlanta, Georgia.8 She later married a clergyman 

in Oakland, California and became a private nurse and a missionary.9 Another 

sister, Susan, was also born in Georgia, but she drowned in Fort Bragg when the 

family relocated there between 1917 and 1920 before reaching Healdsburg.10 

After the Atlanta race riot in 1903, the family moved to Perris, California 

in Riverside County. There Smitty was born in 1907, and his brother James 

7 See APPENDIX B: DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO SMITH ROBINSON'S CHOIR, A Letter 
From Margaret Morehouse Grabble to Smith Robinson, 6/16/49. 
8 From an interview with Genevieve Bayan conducted by the writer on April 29, 2000, San 
Francisco, California. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
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shortly thereafter. Named after his mother's father Smith Harper, Smitty 

attended the Baptist Church in Perris, CA and sang in the choir.11 His brother 

James became an elementary school teacher in San Francisco, and later became 

the second African American school principal in San Francisco before he passed 

away in 1985.12 

Also born in Perris, CA on August 26, 1913 was Smitty's sister, Kathleen. 

To support the family, she worked as a housekeeper while in high school and she 

supported herself through college at San Francisco State University13 after she 

moved to San Francisco in mid-1930s.14 She later became the second African 

American school teacher in the San Francisco school system in 1943, and was 

awarded the Unsung Hero award by the Western Addition Public Library in 

1989.15 

Smitty's sister Elizabeth was next in line. She became a nursery school 

teacher in San Francisco and married Rev. William Turner - a man with whom 

Smitty would later develop a close relationship.16 

Smitty's youngest sister, Effie, was the first African American child known 

to have been born in Healdsburg, on January 10, 1920. She later became the 

supervisor of a San Francisco children's agency, and was among the first African 

American social workers in San Francisco.17 She received the San Francisco 

11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. 
14 "Obituaries," The Healdsburg Tribune, November 15, 1995, A-2. 
15 From an interview with Genevieve Bayan. 
16 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
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Examiner's Distinguished Woman's Award in 1961, and received an Unsung 

Hero Award from the Western Addition Public Library in 1996. 

Two other children followed, both of whom died during childhood. The 

first, Genevieve (after whom Smitty's niece was named), died.of leukemia at age 

17 while still a student at Healdsburg High School.18 The second, Mary, died in 

infancy at 2 months of age.19 Thus, with the exception of those who died prior to 

reaching either Healdsburg or adulthood, all of Smitty's brothers and sisters 

eventually relocated outside of Healdsburg. 

A Family of "Gentle Revolutionaries" 

The Robinson family moved to 414 Grant Street in Healdsburg early in 

1920.20 Smitty's father, who died around 1950, worked as greenskeeper at the 

nine-hole Golf Course owned by the City of Healdsburg. In contrast to his father 

who was remembered as a quiet man, Smitty's mother, Elzora, was remembered 

as more talkative and social.21 Elzora was most noted as a wonderful cook. 

Many of Smitty's high school teammates recalled that he and the other athletes 

were invited into the Robinson home at least once or twice per week to enjoy 

18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
2° Confirmed by writer's personal visit to the residence to meet with the current owners, Robert 
Nuese and J-Ieidi Reetino. The owners, Kathleen Munson (Smitty's sister) and Genevieve Bayan 
(Smitty's niece), sold the Robinson house in 1995. 
21 From an interview with Darla Budworth, conducted by the author on 4/22/00, Santa Rosa, 
California. 
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lemon pies, cookies and other baked goods.22 She died at ninety-three years of 

age. 

Many remember that the entire family worked in fruit harvests during 

summer months. As much as Smitty grew to love the town - and the town 

Smitty- being the only African American family in a town of 3,500 could not 

help but bring a certain sense of isolation. There were some African Americans 

that came through Healdsburg, but only as transient, seasonal workers. 

One such family of four or five African American workers, the 

Stevedours, came to Healdsburg every summer to work on the Brandt farm.23 

The significance of having at least one other African American family in the town 

to associate with would reveal itself many years later when Smitty's sister, 

Kathleen, was on her deathbed in San Francisco in 1995: "When mother was 

dying she met this family who came through Healdsburg. She was lying in the 

next bed and she remembered that they used to pick fruit in the summertime up 

in Healdsburg, and they started reminiscing. "24 

Initially the Robinson family found it difficult to find work in Healdsburg. 

Upon returning to Healdsburg after briefly attending college, Smith Robinson 

opened a popular and economically successful bootblack stand that some of the 

old-timers still remember today. After little time, however, the Robinson family 

grew to be pop~lar and well-liked in the Healdsburg community. Still, the 

22 From an interview with Francis Passalacqua, conducted by the author on 4/15/00, Healdsburg, 
California. 
23 From an interview with Milton Brandt, conducted by the author on 4/22/00, Healdsburg, 
California. 
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Robinson family was initially not used to being surrounded by whites, and went 

through some process of mental adjustment. Members of the family would yield 

to whites on the curb (a carryover from the family's southern roots).25 Although 

in Healdsburg the family soon grew to ·understand that this particular form of 

Southern etiquette need not be practiced in the town of Healdsburg, Southern 

traditions and perceptions would stay with the Robinson family for a long time. 

It was a time when many African Americans from the South did what 

they thought would please whites by being overly courteous. Smitty's niece 

recalled that once as a child, she and her mother Kathleen (Smitty's sister) were 

in an elevator: "Mother wasn't smiling. Some white folks came on the elevator 

and mother started smiling. I asked mother why she was smiling - she wasn't 

smiling before - and she told me to shut up. It was a nervous smile like she 

thought she had to be pleasant all the time."26 

As a result, the family became what Genevieve Bayan (Smitty's niece) 

refers to as "gentle revolutionaries." "They did what was right quietly and 

didn't particularly care about who got the credit."27 For example, Smitty's 

mother, Elzora used to feed people during The Depression. At that time there 

were still some of her neighbors that were not used to dealing with African 

Americans. "Grandma [Elzora] said, 'That's fine, but you don't have any food.' 

She offered them some food, but they didn't want to take it. So she just left the 

24 From and interview with Genevieve Bayan. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. 
21 Ibid 
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food out there and it just disappeared. And she would leave some more food out 

there and it disappeared again."28 

According to many, Smitty made a particularly large impression on the 

youth in his choir due to his influence as a gentle revolutionary. Without 

question, he played a powerful, yet passive role in the way children were raised 

in Healdsburg. He played a direct role in the lives and upbringing of those 

children who grew up in his choir, and a passive role in that his presence 

affected the way the parents of Healdsburg raised their children. During a 

period wracked by racial tension between 1920 through the 1950s, the only 

experience many residents of Healdsburg had with African Americans was with 

a family no one could help but love and respect. 

Smith Robinson: "The Busiest Man in Healdsburg" 

According to the Sotoyoman, the Healdsburg High School yearbook, 

Smitty graduated from Healdsburg High in 1927 along with his brother James. 

All of the Robinsons who attended Healdsburg High School were extremely 

active in student activities. Smitty participated in dramatics, music, held student 

body offices, and was well liked, according to all accounts. Additionally, Smitty 

was described as a "star athlete" by many, including his friend Earl Osbourne, 

high school teammate, Francis Passalacqua, and high school teammate Clint 

28 Ibid. 
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Aimes. Smitty played football, basketball, baseball and track. In fact, his athletic 

prowess earned him a scholarship to attend UC Berkeley .29 

In his sophomore year, 1925, Smitty played forward on the Healdsburg 

High School basketball team. The Sotoyoman indicates that he was awarded a 

block "H" and stars in that year. In his junior year, he played center on the Class 

"A" basketball team, and played halfback on Healdsburg High School's first 

football team. Additionally, he was cast in the school play "Dulcy." 

During his senior year, Smitty and his brother James were members of the 

track team in which Smitty won third place in the discus at the North Coast C.I.F. 

in Palo Alto. Smitty also played football and was a member of the student 

council. In addition, Smitty was the business manager of the Sotoyoman. Smitty's 

class will, as printed in the yearbook read: "I, Smith Robinson will my 

bewitching black eyes to Agnes Dumas, knowing she will make them talk." 

Smitty's brother James, on the other hand, willed his "ability to make my 

brother, Smith, behave in school to Catharine Larson, hoping she may be able to 

do the same to her sister Pauline." In the "Jokes" section of the 1927 Sotoyoman, 

Smitty's brother James Robinson also wrote that "If I had ... Smitty's physique, 

I'd join the movies. "30 

After graduation, Smitty enrolled at nearby Santa Rosa Junior College in 

the fall of 1927.31 By 1929, Smitty began having dizzy spells that caused him to 

29 From an interview with Francis Passalacqua. 
30 James Robinson, Soyotoman, Healdsburg High School Yearbook, 1927. 
31 Earl Osborne, Smith Robinson: My Most Unforgettable Character, a paper submitted to the 
Healdsburg Museum in 1991. 
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faint while playing football. Although he was admitted to U. C. Berkeley along 

with his brother in 1929, he was not able to play football or finish school due to 

diagnosis of a heart condition. Smitty then returned to Healdsburg later in 1929 

expecting to die at any time. 

After a few months, however, doctors had given Smitty permission to 

work and he took a job at the Rosenberg and Bush Department Store where he 

did delivery and janitorial work.32 Later, Smitty took a job as building 

superintendent at Healdsburg General Hospital, at which point his employer, 

Nursila Harlan remarked, "I don't think I could get along without him, and I 

don't think the town of Healdsburg could either. He is the busiest man in our 

community."33 Despite his heart condition, Smitty could often be seen walking 

around town in the evening delivering flowers, cookies, hot rolls, and a jar of jam 

for patients of the hospital, and the elderly citizens of Healdsburg who he visited 

regularly. 

In 1938, Smitty began volunteer coaching at Healdsburg High School, and 

helped with the track team. Smitty later organized and coached the alumni 

football team that played the high school varsity team at the end of each football 

season. The money raised from the game went to purchase high school athletic 

equipment.34 

Very much involved in the high school community, Smitty was always 

invited to attend the high school senior dinner and breakfast as a guest of 

32 From an interview with Gary Rosenberg, conducted by the author on 4/15/00. 
33 Ralph Edwards, This is Your Life!, copyright 1954, CBS Television. 
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honor.35 He also created the "Smith Robinson Trophy" to recognize an 

outstanding female athlete as he felt the female athletes deserved more 

attention.36 Additionally, Smitty invited high school students recognized for 

outstanding achievement in art, music, dramatics, or community activities to 

lunch at his home in order to personally recognize them. 

Smitty's concern for the youth of Healdsburg ran deep. One year, he 

threw a party for the seniors of Healdsburg High School after graduation. Due 

to death of a senior student after a graduation party the previous year, Smitty 

asked the graduates if they would stay in Healdsburg to celebrate if he threw a 

graduation party for them.37 The seniors almost unanimously agreed, and Smitty 

threw the party for which he hired an orchestra. He also cooked breakfast for 

them the next morning.38 

Smith Robinson and the Town That Adopted a Battalion 

Smitty was most noted for his efforts during wartime. Although Smitty 

was ineligible for military service due to his heart condition, he felt a personal 

responsibility to contribute in some way. He began writing to all Healdsburg 

servicemen during World War II. Among many of the Healdsburg servicemen 

who received Smitty's hand written letters was Gary Rosenberg who joined the 

navy after the attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941.39 Milton Brandt also recalled 

34 Smith Robinson: My Most Unforgettable Character. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 
39 From an interview with Gary Rosenberg on 4/15/00, Healdsburg, California. 
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sharing Smitty's letters with his fellow servicemen who, Brandt recalls, were 

products of a time that caused them to question why he would be corresponding 

with an African American such as Smitty.40 Additionally Francis Passalacqua 

received Smittfs letters when he joined the Navy from 1942-1943. He 

remembered them as cheerful and full of news about the goings on in 

Healdsburg.41 Because he was familiar with who knew whom in town, Smitty 

was able and keep servicemen informed of what their friends were doing in 

Healdsburg and gave updates which bridged information between servicemen. 

All recall Smitty's letter writing as a tremendous effort on his part. Smitty 

continued writing until his letters totaled over 300 per month.42 One letter 

written in 1942, was archived in Smitty's personal scrapbooks in the Healdsburg 

Museum and contained the following poem: 

MYPAL 

Dedicated to the Servicemen 
from Healdsburg, California 
Written by Smith J. Robinson 

1942 

My pal, you're away, I don't know where, 
But you wanted to go, and do your share 

I'll miss you I know, still I'm proud of you though 
In my heart I'll follow you there. 

I'll say you a prayer each night, 

40 From an interview with Milton Brandt. 
41 From an interview with Francis Passalacqua 
42Gaye LeBaron, "Once Upon a Time There was a Most Remarkable Man," Santa Rosa Press 
Democrat, January 29, 1995. 



Asking God to keep you alright. 

You'll be rollicking, jolly good fellow, 
As you do your duties each day, 

And I'll wait patiently, till you help win Victory 
Then I'll be longing to say: 

I'm happy to see you've come back to me, 
My pal, you are mine always-

Sincerely, 

Smith Robinson 

Additionally, for the mothers of Healdsburg servicemen (also archived in 

Smitty's personal scrapbooks in the Healdsburg Museum), Smitty wrote: 

Thinking of Mothers Today 

I'm thinking, thinking of you today, 
And your son, who has gone away 

To do his bit in our Country's cause, 
And the thoughts in a mothers heart that stay. 

The picture isn't pretty; the going is tough. 
Your vision may sometimes be cloudy with fear, 

. But your fierce pride and memory of those gone before, 
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Who served proudly, will conquer and dry every tear. 

Let not your heart be troubled and sad, 
Believe alway (sic) that God will see you through, 

For He so loved this world of ours 
That He gave all His own son, too. 

My interest is most personal in this son of yours, 
Whom you've rocked and fed as a little boy

The stories you'd tell him, and the songs you'd sing 
Made his young heart ring with joy. 

The childhood has vanished, your son is a man. 



Time has quickly changed, and great is the call, 
As you join with millions of mothers today 
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Giving to the service, your love, your devotion, your 
all. 

I'm proud of your son and all Healdsburg' s clan. 
He, with the rest, will do his duty and well, 

God grant you courage - you mothers of sons, 
'Til they return and peace has rung Liberty's Bell. 

Sincerely, 
Smith Robinson 

Over time, the letter writing effort was consolidated into a Healdsburg 

newsletter called "Smitty's Scoops." The Kiwanis Club, Rotary Club, Chamber 

of Commerce, City Council, and American Legion sponsored the effort, while the 

Goodfellows organized a breakfast benefit to raise funds. 43 Through this 

community effort, Smitty gained access to a mimeograph to reproduce letters 

more easily. 

During the Korean War Smitty received a letter from Arlene Weyland, a 

native of Healds~urg, whose husband was a Colonel in the war. Over the course 

of a swift withdrawal, the fighting men had lost much of their supplies. Colonel 

Weyland' s desperate letter suggested that Healdsburg adopt the battalion. 

Under Smitty's leadership, a Battalion committee formed which sent a personal 

kit to each soldier.44 

Although Smitty's health was deteriorating by then, he was the force 

behind Healdsburg's effort to adopt the rt Battalion, T1' Infantry. Cookie bakes 

were held, during which the ladies of Healdsburg met at the high school and 

43 Fro~ an interview with Darla Budworth. 
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made prune cookies which the committee sent in two pound coffee cans by the 

hundreds. The local newspaper reported on May, 31, 1951 that, "Shipments to 

date include 75 cartons of magazines, 7 boxes of snack items, 10 cartons of 

towels, soap, mirrors, handkerchiefs, radios, 900 writing tablets, and 2500 airmail 

envelopes."
45 

Other items included towels, washcloths, soap, stationery, and 

razors. 

One of the members of the 1st Battalion, 7°' Regiment wrote a letter of 

thanks to the committee which read in part, 

To you people of Healdsburg we extend our thanks ... You people 
with your great generosity have made us feel and know in our 
hearts that we are not forgotten men. And believe me, there were 
times that we felt everyone, but our families, had forgotten us, but 
now you have changed all that.46 

· 

Members of the infantry in turn gave Healdsburg money to build a playground 

as well as other gifts to the town that adopted the battalion. Darla Budworth, 

who was in the eighth grade at the time, recalls that there was not much of a 

park in Healdsburg until then. That year, the playground went up with swings, 

slides, bars and teeter-totters, built with the money that men from the rt 

Battalion,~ Infantry came to Healdsburg personally to award. 

The Battalion Committee's efforts attracted attention of local newspapers 

as well as coverage in publications such as Reader's Digest. They also attracted 

44 Smith Robinson: My Most Unforgettable Character . 
.is "1st Battalion Committee Makes Report on Activities; Seeks Continued Support," Healdsburg 
Tribune, May 31, 1951. 
46 "Healdsburg Receives Many Letters From Adopted Battalion," Healdsburg Tribune, May 17, 
1951. 



the attention of the producers of Ralph Edwards, This is Your Life!, on which 

Smitty appeared in 1954. 

Smith Robinson and the Chancel Choir 

27 

Of all of Smitty's community activities, most of those closest to him agree 

that the Chancel Choir was first and dearest in Smitty's heart. From his position 

as choir director, which he held from 1947 until his death in 1963, Smitty exerted 

a huge influence on the lives of the youth involved in the choir and always 

stayed a part of his choir member's lives. The choir was connected with the 

Healdsburg Federated Church and was composed of High School and Junior 

College Students. Smitty also started a junior choir composed of elementary and 

junior high school students.47 

Smitty always took a personal involvement in the lives of his choir 

members. One of his choir members recalls, 

I remember when I was 10 or 11 year old and I used to walk down . 
. . the Federated Church was like three or four blocks from my 
house so I walked to choir practice ... He always walked home 
with me then, and I got to the age where I thought I was too big to 
have someone like Smitty walking me home. Somehow he 
understood I didn't like that any longer, so he walked on the 
opposite side of the street you know, like a half a block behind me. 
And that's just the way he was. I knew he was there, he probably 
knew that I knew he was there, but I didn't feel like he was baby
sitting me any longer.48 

Smitty considered choir members his kids and took personal responsibility for 

them. Choir members recalled that he made sure they behaved, that he followed 

47 Smith Robinson: My Most Unforgettable Character. 



his members for rest of their lives, and that he always knew what they were 

doing even when they thought he didn't.49 
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By all accounts the choir was well respected. Smitty's scrapbook contains 

many letters from organizations for which the choir sang. One of them read in 

part that 

At the Youth Council meeting after the close of the convention 
Sunday, the part of the convention which was praised the most and 
decided the most outstanding was the music. The credit for this 
fact goes almost entirely to you who direct the young people so 
wonderfully . . . The remembrance of the beautiful music and of 
you will never be separated, and both will live forever in the hearts 
of the delegates.50 

The choir was asked to sing at numerous events throughout the Bay Area and 

went to perform in San Francisco every year. As Smitty did not own a car until 

1954, parents drove the choir members and Smitty to various engagements.51 

They all would often met at a restaurant afterwards, such as the Far East Cafe in 

Chinatown.52 

Former choir member Darla Budworth recalls that, "We always felt very 

privileged to be in this choir with Smitty. Somehow he gave it something. Even 

as kids at 12, we wanted to be part of Smitty's choir."53 A le_tter from another 

former choir member who Smitty proclaimed "Big Sister" of the choir read in 

part 

48 From an interview with Darla Budworth. 
49 Ibid. 
50 See APPENDIX B: DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO SMITH ROBINSON'S CHOIR, A Letter 
From Dorothy Meeker to Smith Robinson, 2/17, 1947. 
51 From an interview with Darla Budworth. 
52 Ibid. 



I'd like, first of all, to thank you for the honor you have seen fit to 
bestow upon me - that of "Big Sister" of the choir. I certainly don't 
deserve it, but I will do my best to live up to it . . . You couldn't 
possibly know how something like this makes me feel. It makes me 
proud to be able to say that I am a friend of yours. You've 
probably been more of a good influence on me, and incidentally on 
many other young people, than any other person that I have 
known.54 
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Perhaps in part due to the prestige of being choir members, the children would 

not misbehave in front of Smitty. It was not that the choir members feared 

Smitty; nevertheless, the choir members always wanted to be in his good graces.55 

As one choir member recalls, "We didn't want to misbehave in front of Smitty. 

One of those looks from Smitty could straighten you out in a hurry."56 

Smitty personally raised money to send some members to the nationally 

recognized San Francisco Theological Seminary choir school in San Anselmo.57 

Smitty was instrumental in getting people there, and saw to it that the right 

papers were filled out.58 The school ran over the summer for six weeks. Darla 

Budworth, whose parents Smitty convinced to allow her attend the school, 

recalled the rigorous program. During her first week she sang until got a bad 

sore throat and wanted to go home. 

53 Ibid. 

Somebody must have told him that I was feeling very homesick, 
thought I maybe wanted to call my parents and say come down 
and get me. All of a sudden I got a phone up in my room ... So I 

54 See APPENDIX B: DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO SMITH ROBINSON'S CHOIR, A Letter 
From Lindsey Remolif to Smith Robinson, 4/19 /54. 
55 From an interview with Darla Budworth. 
56 Ibid. 
57 See APPENDIX B: DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO SMITH ROBINSON'S CHOIR, A Letter 
From the Floyd Family to Smith Robinson, 12/12/1955. 
58 From an interview with Darla Budworth 



went down and it was Smitty. Out of the blue he just came to visit 
me ... He didn't tell me to stay or anything ... He had taken the 
bus all the way to San Anselmo ... and he spent a couple of hours 
with me and by the time he left !'knew I couldn't disappoint him 
and go home and that I'd better plan on staying for the other five 
weeks. 
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The choir, however, proved to be taxing on his energy. Smitty sang with 

the choir every Sunday morning. Budworth recalls that if the choir needed an 

afternoon rehearsal for an upcoming event Smitty usually went home to rest 

first. 59 Unable to stay after church he came back at two or three in the afternoon, 

or sometimes, when unable to come back, his assistant, Maryanne Hoy, would 

conduct rehearsal. 60 

In fact, Smitty almost had to give up the choir a few times due to his 

health. It is known that his mother urged Smitty to give up the choir. His 

personal pride, however, would not allow Smitty to give up his choir at any cost. 

"Can you imagine ... Smitty Downhearted?": Smith Robinson's Health and 
Consequent Effect on His Activities 

James Robinson's list entitled "Can You Imagine" that appeared in the 

"Jokes" section of the 1927 Sotoyoman questioned whether one could ever 

imagine "Smitty downhearted." Although, by all accounts, he rarely showed it 

outwardly, the fact that Smitty returned to Healdsburg resigned to fact that he 

was going to die soon does not make it difficult for one to imagine Smitty 

downhearted. Many of those who knew him have echoed the words of his niece 

(in so many words) that Smitty lived according the Islamic saying "Live life as 

59 Ibid. 
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though you're going to live a thousand years, but be prepared for death the next 

day ."
61 

In many ways, Smitty's heart condition played into every aspect of his 

life. 

Darla Budworth recalls that Smitty always lived as though it were his last 

day. Budworth knew of a lady friend he had in Berkeley that Smitty often spoke 

of, but he would not marry her because he didn't believe that he would live 

long.62 Smitty's niece confirms that he did have girlfriends, but didn't take a wife 

due to his health condition. She also recalls her mother (Smitty's sister), 

Kathleen, regretful that she could not bring Smitty out to San Francisco to get 

married.63 Although not usually in a sorrowful tone, many recall that Smitty 

talked a lot about the fact that he might not be around for long. It is obvious that 

Smitty felt that there was a lot he wanted to accomplish in life and had little time 

to accomplish it. 

Smitty's niece recalled once seeing Smitty downhearted. While visiting 

him and his mother Elzora at their home in Healdsburg, Smitty looked down at 

his hands, which were white due to poor circulation. Sorrowfully, he rose from 

the table and walked outside to sit down. 

60 Ibid. 

Grandma told me to go outside and talk to him. I was only about 
seven or eight years old at the time, and I had no idea what to say 
to him. So I just walked out there and sat down next to him - just 

61 From an interview with Genevieve Bayan. 
62 From an interview with Darla Budworth. 
6-1 From an interview with Genevieve Bayan. 



sat there - until after about ten minutes he finally said something to 
me.64 
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From the mid-1950s, get-well cards become increasingly prominent in 

Smitty's scrapbooks. A letter dated June 16, 1949 advised Smitty, "Don't be 

afraid of 'babying' yourself, but mind your doctor ."65 Another letter Smitty 

received from the Chancel Choir's Second Big Sister in 1954 stated, "I hope you 

don't mind my sticking this in, but I think you ought to slow down. 66 

In 1960, a benefit was held for Smitty at the Villa Chanticleer to raise 

money for a heart operation that the citizens of Healdsburg thought might help 

him. Over 1300 people attended the event, which raised over $12,000.67 

Ultimately, however, Smitty's health never recovered to the point where he was 

able to undergo the operation. 

Darla Budworth, who was the last person to see Smitty alive, visited him 

several times while in Healdsburg Memorial Hospital. She recalled her last visit 

with Smitty one summer night in 1963. 

64 Ibid. 

He immediately started telling me that he wasn't going to go home. 
He started telling me all the things he was going to miss - his 
mother's homemade biscuits . . . Being twenty six years old, I 
thought it was my job to say 'No, you're going home. You're going 
to have your mother's biscuits again ... You' re not going to give up 
now. Remember what you always told us?' And he kept saying, 

65 See APPENDIX B: DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO SMITH ROBINSON'S CHOIR, A letter 
from Margaret Morehouse Grable, 1949. 
66 See APPENDIX B: DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO SMITH ROBINSON'S CHOIR, A letter 
from Lindsey Remolif, 1954. 
67 Smith Robinson: My Most Unforgettable Character. See APPENDIX C: DOCUMENTS 
PERTAINING TO SMITH ROBINSON'S HEAL TH, A letter from Francis M. Passalacqua to 
Milton Brandt, 12/13/1960. 



'No. Darla, I'm not going home. I'm not going to get better this 
time - I'm not.' ... and I just wasn't about to accept that.68 
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Shortly after Darla returned home, she received a telephone call and learned that 

Smith Robinson was dead. 

68 From an interview with Darla Budworth 



Illustration 1: Elzora 
Robinson - Smitty's Mother. 

Illustration 3: Smith 
Robinson," Smitty" 
Ca. 1927. 

Illustration 2: Elzora Robinson and Smitty's 
Brother James at Smitty's Benefit Dinner 
.11/17 /60. 

Illustration 4: Smitty, "The Busiest Man in 
Healdsburg" accepting a dedication of the 
Healdsburg Junior High School Yearbook, the 
Madrone, Ca. 1960 

Illustration 5: Smitty Sampling Cookies for 
Shipment to Korea 

Illustration 6: Smitty, an 
Honorary Member of the Rotary 
Club with Col. Weyland. 
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Illustration 7: Smitty Appearing on This is 
Your Life!, 1954 

Illustration 9: Smitty's Car - A Gift From CBS 
Television's This is Your Life!, 1954 

Illustration 11: Smitty's Choir 
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Illustration 8: Smitty After Airing of 
This is Your Life!, 1954. 

Illustration 10: Smitty 
Reading Letters Received 
After His Appearance on 
This is Your Life!, 1954. 

Illustration 12: Smitty at the Choir 
School in San Anselmo 



Illustration 13: The Town of Healdsburg Honors Smitty at a Dinner to Raise Funds 
for a Heart Operation, 11 / 17 / 60. 
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IV. SMITH ROBINSON'S "OTHER" COMMUNITY 

Smith Robinson's Experience As Influenced by Historical and Social Factors 

During Smitty's residenc~ in Healdsburg, there were a number of other 

high profile community activities initiated by prominent African American 

families in nearby Santa Rosa. It seems odd, given Smitty's active community 

efforts, that he never seemed to cross paths with such families as the Grays. 

Understanding of why this might be true requires analysis of the circumstances 

behind some of those movements and the dynamics that set apart the two 

communities. Those dynamics most relevant include: population as it relates to 

social dynamics, status level and regard with a given community, and 

circumstances behind minority mobilization. 

Analysis of the flow of African American migration ·into Sonoma County 

shows that the 1950 census marks a watershed in the history of African 

Americans in Sonoma County. Comparison of the 1850 and 1860 censuses shows 

the largest percentage gain of African Americans with an increase of 8400%, and 

a growth relative to the total Sonoma County population of .55%. While the ten 

year period between the 1850 and 1860 census clearly represents the largest jump 

in the population of African Americans in Sonoma county relative to the total 

population, that gain was nullified by the 1870 census. The net growth between 

the 1850 and 1870 census was .22%, and the growth continued to fall to a net loss 

of .09% by the 1900 census. Comparison of the 1940 to 1950 censuses shows the 

largest percentage gain of African Americans in Sonoma County relative to the 
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Table 1: Population Table for Sonoma County According to the US 
Census Bureau 

African American Percent of Total 
Year Population </> Population 
1850 1 .17 
1860 85 8400% .72 
1870 77 -9.41% .39 
1880 60 -14.29% .23 
1890 45 -25.00% .14 
1900 32 -28.89% .08 
1910 43 34.38% .1 
1920 82 90.70% .157 
1930 107 30.49% .172 
1940 148 38.32% .214 
1950 460 210.81% .445 
1960 656 42.61% .445 

total population in which that growth was sustained in the next census. 

As the labor demands of World War II brought a two hundred seventy

two percent increase in African Americans to California, the war forever changed 

the dynamics of the African American experience in the American West.69 The 

end of World War II brought the greatest influx of African Americans into 

Sonoma County since the Gold Rush. African Americans from Richmond and 

Marin City began making their way into Sonoma County as early as 1945, when 

wartime economic opportunities present in the naval shipyards in these two 

cities dried up. Between 1900 and 1940, one could probably count on one hand, 

the number of African American families in Sonoma County. One of the firs~ 

families to arrive in the post war period was the Stephenson family. Roger 

Stephenson recalls that: 

The first time I was in South Park I can only remember one Black 
Family, maybe two ... In the late '50s we started getting more and 

69 In Search of the Racial Frontier, 251. 



more brothers and sisters moving into the Santa Rosa area ... To 
me it was good to have them ... [I was] glad to see people up here 
my color. I can remember in the early S0's when my mother would 
be downtown, and we'd be downtown all day and wouldn't pass 
anybody Black. We'd see some Black person walking towards [us] 
and my mother would say, "Here comes us!" and we'd always 
speak . .. Always speak.70 

African Americans found employment in seven Bay Area shipyards: 

39 

Marinship near Sausalito, Moore Drydock and Bethlehem-Alameda in Oakland, 

and four Kaiser Company shipyards in Richmond which employed 18,000 

African Americans.71 Quintard Taylor describes the mechanisms which drew 

African Americans to the West: 

With War Manpower Commission (WMC) assistance, defense 
employers began to recruit workers. Kaiser's efforts were typical. 
The company targeted dozens of Southern and Midwestern cities 
with "surplus" labor, dispatching 170 recruiters to the East ... 
"There's a job of vital importance to your country waiting for you 
in the Richmond shipyards/ declared one Kaiser pamphlet. "You 
can learn a trade, get paid while you're learning, and earn the 
highest wages for comparable work anywhere in the world" ... 
Since few hotels along the route accommodated black people, 
migrants took turns driving and camped by roadsides. On 
occasion they stayed in African American homes along the route in 
Amarillo, Albuquerque, Flagstaff, Phoenix, or Barstow.72 

Taylor also notes that the four states of Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, and 

Oklahoma "contributed a disproportionate number of newcomers."73 

In addition, many African American military personnel ended their tour 

of duty in the West, sent for their families, and settled there. The result was a 

7° From an interview by NAACP secretary Jodi Formway submitted to the Sonoma County 
Museum on February 15, 1997. Santa Rosa, California. 
71 In Search of the Racial Frontier, 255 
72 In Search of the Racial Frontier, 256 
73 In Search of the Racial Frontier, 256. 
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continuance of the physical deterioration of urban African American 

communities across the country ( a process which began in the period between 

the two wars). As thousands of workers were laid off at the end of the war, the 

combination of factors led to a dispersal of African Americans into the rural 

areas of the Bay Area, bringing about the second migratory wave of African 

Americans into places like Santa Rosa. Analysis of the population census shows 

that this influx of African Americans in the 1940s and 1950s truly represents a 

rebirth of the African American community both numerically and economically. 

What the 1950s meant for them was a shift in the center of ethno-cultural activity, 

a shift in political focus, and a shift in economic and occupational dynamics. 

General low regard for African Americans and a high level of prejudice in 

Santa Rosa during the time of Smitty's residence in Healdsburg is shown in Gaye 

LeBaron's Notebook, which demonstrates how the bulk of the incoming African 

American population in Sonoma County came to be concentrated in Santa Rosa's 

South Park. Unlike Healdsburg, the mechanism at work in Santa Rosa that 

LeBaron refers to is the "invisible wall of steel" otherwise known as the restrictive 

covenant. 

Many land titles contained clauses that restricted the sale of the property 

to non-whites. Columnist Gaye LeBaron for example, notes that "In 1920's 

Proctor Terrace titles, the operative paragraph reads: 'that no person of African, 

Japanese, Chinese or any of Mongolian descent shall be allowed to purchase, 
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own, lease, or occupy said real property or any part thereof. "'74 Brookside 

Terrace in 1947 made an important distinction that "no person not of white or 

Cauca~ian race shall be permitted to use or occupy any portion of this property 

except in the capacity of domestic servants in the employ of a white or Caucasian owner 

or occupant" (Italics added).75 

Other types of discrimination included restaurant and bar segregation, 

and employment discrimination. Platt Williams, cofounder of the Santa Rosa 

branch of the NAACP, notes during an interview that: 

One of our biggest struggles was with the school system. They 
wouldn't even hire a Black janitor. We met with the school board, 
and they agreed, then, back in ... 1975. Me and Ron Caselli set up 
a committee to deal with hiring some Black teachers. So at that 
time we got the school board to start talking about it, and it was 
hard. It was just like ... pulling teeth to get them to do anything.76 

An article which appeared in the 1925 edition of Survey Graphic, written by 

George E. Haynes entitled, "The Church and the Negro Spirit," is valuable as a 

model for studying the importance of the role of the church in the African 

American Community in addressing these types of problems. The article refers to 

the church as "the most resourceful and the most characteristic organized force in 

the Hfe of the Negroes of the Northern cities as it was in the Southern 

communities from which they come."77 

74 Gaye LeBaron, "Santa Rosa's Civil Rights History Recorded," Santa Rosa Press Democrat, August 
10, 1997. 
75 Ibid. 
76 Jodi Formway, An Interview With Platt Williams, Submitted to the Sonoma County Museum on 
2/15/97. 
77 George E. Haynes, "The Church and the Negro Spirit," Survey Graphic, March 1925. 



The establishment of the Community Baptist Church in Santa Rosa is 

typical of the southern model that Haynes describes in his article: 

It is the natural meeting place of the people once or twice a month 
when the non-resident minister comes to preach, and when the 
weather does not make the roads unfit for travel. Often the people 
come as far as ten or fifteen miles ... Between the enthusiastic and 
extended services and amid the social amenities of meal time, they 
exchange the gossip of the countryside, the wisdom and experience 
of the cropping season, and the prospects, hopes and fears of the 
future.78 

Because most of the post World War II migrants came to the Bay Area and 

subsequently to Sonoma County from predominantly Southern States, as 

noted above, and given that most of these migrants relocated to Santa 

Rosa's South Park, it stands to reason that the southern model would 

emerge in South Park. 

Haynes' analysis o_f the church can be viewed alongside that of Roger 

Stephenson, who is one of the few African Americans who remembers the 

church when it was first founded: 

78 Ibid. 

. . . [T]he only time you could get together and know there were 
other brothers and sister was at the church. Sunday mornings my 
mother'd shine us all up and the reverend's boys would go riding 
out in the car and pick us up and take us to church. And that gave 
me a chance to see who was here ... [T]here weren't any real 
pockets of us, we were· spread out all over the place. So a lot of 
things happened in the church and I look back at it and I think ... it 
keeps people in this area together. We could get together on 
Sundays and get something going.

79 
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79 Jodi Formway, An Interview with Roger Stephenson, Submitted to the Sonoma County Museum 
on 2/15/97. 
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Among the church's most active members were Gilbert and Alice Gray. 

Roger Stephenson remembers the Grays in the church: "They were directly 

involved. Because I remember working with them in the church. Mr. Gray 

worked us like ... It was like being in the military. I'll never forget that. 

Carrying stones, and the things we'd get painting ... whatever. He was on our 

case."80 

In 1955, the Grays along with Platt Williams, Evelyn Mack, Ben and 

Gladys Barnes, Homer Harris and some others in the white community set out to 

found a chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 

People (NAACP). At first, funding was hard to come by. The organization was 

run out of the pockets of its founders. While financial institutions steered clear of 

the NAACP, Gilbert Gray acknowledges one of its first supporters was the 

Jewish Cultural Center. They raised money through banquets, at which large 

numbers from the Jewish community showed up in support. The organization 

eventually gained support from Wells Fargo and Santa Rosa Savings and Loan, 

as well as Democratic support from certain political leaders in Sonoma County.81 

Gaye LeBaron indicates that some of their earliest activitits as an 

organization included picketing Woolworth-Kress as part of a nationwide 

movement to desegregate lunch counters. The organization's biggest 

breakthrough, however, came one Sunday morning on May 20, 1962 as a result 

of a sit-in at a local saloon on Fourth Street called the Silver Dollar. Because the 

80 Ibid. 
111 Rev. Ann Gray Byrd, "Will the circle be Unbroken?" KRCB Radio Series, May 28, 1997. 
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owner was refusing to serve African American people, Gilbert Gray, Willie 

Garrett (now President of the NAACP), Platt Williams, Jim Frazier, Curtis Wyatt, 

and a reporter from the Santa Rosa Press Democrat all sat at the bar after church 

services on May 20, 1962. When asked to be served the bartender replied, "I'm 

sorry, boys. You've had too much already." The men left, and sued the bar. 

After settling out of court Gilbert Gray recalled: "The money wasn't much, but 

we made our point. We dropped in at the Silver Dollar pretty regular after that. 

We kept him honest. 1182 

The day after the NAACP organized in 1955, the Santa Rosa Press Democrat 

reported the opening to African Americans of all the motels in Santa Rosa. Since 

then, the NAACP purchased the hymn books that helped found the Community 

Baptist Church, established a scholarship endowment program for African 

American students (founded by a $150,000 donation by the Grays), and has been 

involved in achieving more of a racial balance in local institutions.8.3 

Hubert M. Blalock's book, Toward a Theory of Minority-Group Relations 

(1967), proposes some theories that can be used to explain why Smitty was so far 

removed from the activities in Santa Rosa. Blalock' s propositions address areas 

directly relevant to the dynamics separating Santa Rosa and Healdsburg such as 

population and social dynamics, ability for minorities to gain status in a 

community, and motivation for a minority group to mobilize. 

82 Gaye LeBaron, "A Real Life Story of One Family's American Dream," Santa Rosa Press Democrat, 
January 26, 1992. 
83 Ibid. 
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First, Blalock states that to the degree that a fear of the minority's power 

underlies prejudice, there should be a positive nonlinear relationship with an 

increasing slope between minority percentage and motivation to discriminate.84 

This proposition will be used to distinguish Healdsburg on the basis of its 

demographics and motivation to discriminate. The theory states that as a 

minority increases in number, the perceived power threat increases the majority's 

motivation to discriminate. Thus in a community such as Healdsburg, in which 

Smith Robinson was a member of the only resident African American family 

during his lifetime, one can expect the motivation to discriminate based on the 

minority's perceived power threat to be relatively low. 

The second proposition, also relevant to population, is useful in assessing 

Smith Robinson's lack of motivation to mobilize as compared with other African 

Americans in Sonoma County. The theory states that minority mobilization is 

likely to be greatest whenever the minority is intermediate in size, being neither 

too small to exert any influence at all nor so large as to constitute a major power 

threat.85 It is significant in that as the minority's percentage in a given 

community reaches an intermediate point, neither too small to feasibly assert any 

influence, nor too large to motivate a large counter movement by the majority 

community based on power threat (such as in Birmingham, Alabama during the 

84 Hubert Blalock, Toward a Theory of Minority-Group Relations, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1967, 204-
201. The book is comprised of ninety-seven theoretical propositions on minority-group relations 
and an explanation of their applications. Appendix B: Theoretical Propositions distills the 
propositions into one list. The propositions in this study come from Blalock's text. In the order 
listed above, they are Blalock's propositions, 18, 83, 40, and 12. 
85 Hubert Blalock, Toward a Theory of Minority-Group Relations, Blalock's proposition, 83. 
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Civil Rights Movement in the 1950s and 1960s), one can expect a larger 

motivation on the part of the minority to mobilize and consolidate power. Thus, 

one can expect Smith Robinson, a member of the only African American family 

in his community, to have little motivation to join in such mobilization. 

The third proposition will be useful in establishing one of the bases for 

Smith Robinson's ability to gain status in his community. The proposition 

indicates that the greater the importance of high individual performance to the 

productivity of the work group, the lower is the degree of minority 

discrimination by employers. This proposition implies that African Americans in 

athletics have greater opportunities for success without discrimination because 

1.) Group success depends on individual skill, 2). Individual skills in athletics are 

easy to assess, 3.) Group discrimination against anyone possessing skills that 

could benefit the group would compromise the success of the entire group.86 The 

word "group" in this sense can be applied both to the team on which an 

individual plays, and the community that gains prestige as a result of the team's 

success. Thus, one can expect that where a minority individual possesses skills 

that can benefit the group, the group would be less motivated to discriminate 

against the individual. Described as a "star athlete" by one of his classmates, 

Smith Robinson would have greater opportunity to gain status within his 

community through athletics with fewer restrictions based on discrimination. 

Lastly, the fourth theoretical proposition could help explain Smith 

Robinson's apparent lack of contact with the greater Sonoma County African 
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American community. The theory states that the greater the status gap between 

two individuals involved in a highly visible equal-status contact, the greater is 

the expected status loss to the individual having the higher status.87 This 

proposition implies that those who possess status within a community would 

experience a loss of status as a result of contact with individuals perceived with 

lower status. Blalock specifies that the same holds true within communities. 

Thus, Smith Robinson, who had gained a high degree of status within his 

qJmmunity, can be expected to avoid contact with those perceived to be of lesser 

status. This avoidance behavior would hold true of other African Americans in 

Sonoma County if it can be demonstrated that their perceived status was lesser 

than that of Smith Robinson. 

Smith Robinson Experience as Influenced by Independent Variables 

Unique and independent variables in Smitty's family and in Smitty 

himself can also explain his apparent separation from the Santa Rosa 

Community. Smitty's niece notes that in the Civil Rights Movement in the 1950s 

and 1960s, "There were some Black people who didn't march, but they'fed you 

and they housed you."88 Smitty's upbringing in a Southern tradition made 

Smitty comfortable in the role of the unsung hero. In addition, as part of Smitty's 

"gentle revolutionary" tradition, the Robinsons drew a sharp distinction between 

their public and private lives. 

86 Ibid, Blalock's proposition, 40. 
87 Ibid, Blalock's proposition, 12. 
88 From an interview with Genevieve Bayan. 
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Although the people of Healdsburg did not often perceive it, Smitty's 

mother, brothers and sisters bore witness to the national Civil Rights Movement 

of the 1950s and 1960s, and watched the movement unfold with great interest.89 

Notes Genevieve Bayan, Elzora sang along with negro spirituals of the Civil 

Rights Movement to replenish soul partly because (rather than in spite of) of lack 

of interaction with other African Americans.90 

That all Smitty's brothers and sisters eventually relocated out of 

Healdsburg - mostly in San Francisco - somewhat distanced Smitty from 

Healdsburg in a way that many in Healdsburg probably never understood. 

Smitty often exchanged notes in conversations on race relations with his brother-

in-law (Effie's husband), Rev. Turner from Louisiana.91 In time, Smitty and 

Reverend Turner grew close. When visiting his sister and brother-in-law in San 

Francisco, Smitty did, in fact, attend meetings of the NAACP.92 The author noted 

an article which seemed out of place in Smitty's scrapbook. A seemingly isolated 

article on political developments in South Africa was the only one of its kind in 

five large scrapbooks.93 Conversations with Smitty's niece confirm that both 

Smitty and Reverend Turner were very much in tune with their African 

American history, heritage, and pride. 

89 Ibid. 
90 Ibid. 
91 Ibid. 
92 Ibid. 
93 See APPENDIX D: DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO SMITH ROBINSON'S CONNECTION 
TO THE AFRICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY" A Pair for Peace," Article Found by the Writer 
in Smith Robinson's Personal Scrapbook. 
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In some ways, Smitty built a bridge between his two worlds through the 

Chancel Choir. A yearly choir exchange in which two congregations sang in 

each other's church in an annual event further connected Smitty with the African 

American community in San Francisco. Choir member Darla Budworth' s 

recollection of the exchange reinforces the fact that it would have been infeasible 

for Smitty to recreate that community in Healdsburg. 

I first went when I was twelve years old, and I remember looking 
out into the congregation at about five hundred or so Black people, 
and I remember being frightened because this was a new 
experience for me. I had never been around so many Black people 
at one time. I remember afterwards they were serving cake and 
punch . . . and I was afraid to mingle. I remember Smitty came 
over and took me around and I just stuck by his side very closely.94 

Given this natural reaction from a person who, nevertheless, had no reason to 

fear contact with African Americans based on her experience, one can only 

imagine Smitty's sense of isolation when confronted with the reverse situation -

Smith Robinson in Healdsburg. 

In 1929, Smitty was told he did not have long to live. He died thirty-four 

years later in 1963. There probably was not a moment that went by in which 

Smitty was not fully aware that in the next moment his time could be up. Such a 

realization would have to cause one to have a different - more passive - outlook 

on life. Smitty's condition forced him to be a gentle revolutionary. 

One incident that supports this assertion occurred one day when he was 

asked to sing at a church in San Francisco. Apparently, the members of the 

church in which the Chancel Choir was scheduled to sing were not aware that 
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the choir director was African American. When the choir arrived, Smitty was 

told that the Choir would not be allowed to sing if Smitty was going to direct the 

choir. Smitty calmly went back to tell the choir members that Maryanne Hoy 

would be directing the choir that day because he was not going to be allowed in 

the church, and that he would wait outside. Enraged, choir member, Darla 

Budworth (about fourteen years old at the time), along with the other choir 

members, told the church leaders that if they would not accept Smitty, the choir 

would not be interested in singing in their church. Although Smitty himself 

never allowed his excitement level to rise, it was eventually decided that he 

would be allowed in the church to direct his choir.95 

When asked, Budworth said she couldn't imagine Smith being involved 

with the Grays or any other high profile civil rights activists because of his 

health. The question reminded her of the first time Smitty came to visit 

Budworth in Santa Rosa after her marriage in 1957. 

Smitty parked that car in front of [Darla's neighbor's] house that 
day and ... all of a sudden we heard these loud voices and stuff, 
and we went to look and see· what the noise was and it was this 
man out on the sidewalk telling him to get his blankety-blank (ar 
out of there ... And Smitty was very calm - much more calmer than 
I was ... he just said, 'Darla, don't worry. I'll move my car.' .. . 
Smitty never mentioned it ... it was like it never happened .. . 
That's the way he handled things.96 

94 From an interview with Darla Budworth. 
'IS Ibid. 
96 Ibid. 
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One must understand that the Sonoma County NAACP, from which most of the 

civil rights activities stemmed was formed in 1954- a time that coinciding almost 

exactly with the dates on many of Smitty's get-well cards. Smitty's health from 

the mid 1950s on was deteriorating rapidly, and thus Smitty had to focus on 

areas that he found more uplifting, such as his choir. 



Illustration 14: Reverend Turner's Choir From San 
Francisco, With Whom Smitty Initiated a Choir 
Exchange. 

52 
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CONCLUSION 

Blalock's theories go far in explaining the social dynamics behind Smitty's 

experience in Healdsburg. That a given community would be less likely to 

discriminate based on power threat if a minority population was only one family; 

that one family would be less likely !o mobilize if they were targets of minority 

discrimination as opposed to an intermediate population, such as existed in 

Santa Rosa's South Park; that Smitty's athletic prowess and ability to bring 

prestige to the community through athletics would make his community less 

motivated to discriminate against him; and, that once having acquired status, 

Smitty would stand to lose it by associating with those held in lower regard in 

their communities due to prejudice - are all factors that could be adequately used 

to construct a historical framework explaining Smitty's experience. 

As valuable as Blalock's social theories are, however, Smitty's health and 

upbringing must be considered as equally significant factors. In Smitty's case, 

one could arrive at an adequate explanation as to why Smitty was so far removed 

from the hub of African American activity in Sonoma County - Santa Rosa -

through Blalock's propositions. Doing so, however, would cause one to overlook 

the intricate factors.of who Smitty - the man- was. 

Closer inspection of Smitty- the man- reveals an individual who was a 

product of his upbringing as well his physical condition. Both of these factors 

can also adequately explain the apparent lack of connection between Smitty and 
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the Santa Rosa Community. Given that all of his other surviving siblings left 

Healdsburg after High School, it is safe to assume that Smitty would have done 

the same had his health permitted. Thus, it is his individual circumstance that 

sets him apart. Being raised as a "gentle revolutionary" whose actions were 

limited by a serious health problem was a key factor in reinforcing Smitty's 

stubbornly positive outlook on life. For Smitty, life was literally too short to 

allow himself to be consumed by constant struggle. 
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APPENDIX A: CO:tv1MITIEE ON THE RIGHTS OF ffi.Th,1AN SUBJECTS 
INTERVIE\tY CLEARANCE FORM AND INTERVIEW CONSENT FORMS 

Committee On The Rights Of Human Subjects Interview Clear~ce 
Form 
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Interview Consent Form For Genevieve Bayan 

Interview Consent Form 

You are invited to pmicipate in a study of Smith Robinson and his role in the Healdsburg 
community. We hope to learn more about the process he underwent as a new arrival in 
the town of Healdsburg in finding his role in the community. You were selected as a 
possible participant in this study ~ as a member of the Healdsburg or Sonoma 
County community during his lifetime, you woutd be able to provide valuable insights as 
to the setting in which Smith Robinson lived. This project is being c:uricd out by Darius 
Spearman. a Master's Degree candidate in the history program at Sonoma Star.e 
Unive?Sity 

If you decide to pmicipate, I will be scheduling a time with you during which I will 
engage you in a face-to face interview lasting approximately one hour. If you prefer, a 
telephone interview Qll also be manged. 

Information obtained in the interview will be recorded onto an andio tape recorder. Ally 
information that is obtained in connection with this srudy and that c:m be identified with 
you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission or as 
required by law. If you give us your permission by signing this document, we plan to 
disclose the information to Sonoma Stare University and the Healdsburg Museum. By 
signing this document you may reserve your right to withdraw your consent at any time 
for disclosing information contained in the interview in ".1'hole or in part. 

Your decision whether or not to participate will not prejudice your future relations with 
Sonoma State University or the Healdsburg Museum. If you decide to particip~ you 
arc free to withdraw your consent and to discontinue participation at any time without 
prejudice. 

If you have any questions, please call~ Darius Speamian at (7(17) 664-2710, ormy 
advisor. Le Veil Holmes at(707) 664-2:313. 

You will be given a copy of this form to keep. 

YOU ARE MAKlNG A DECISION WHETHER OR NOT TO PARTICIPATE. YOUR 
SIGNATURE INDICATES TIIT YOU HA VE DECIDED TO PARTICIPATE HAVING 
READ THE INFORMATION PROFIDE ABOVE. 

Date 

,---r~aship to Subject 

........ . I - L ) . 
'sign-.__ . 
~ 
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Interview Consent Form For Milton Brandt 

InterView Consent Form 

You arc invited to participate in a smd.y of Smith Robinson and his role in the Healdsburg 
community. We hope to learn more about the process he underwent as a new mival in 
the towu of Healdsburg in finding his role in the community. You were selected as a. 
possible participant in this Stlldy because. as a member of the Healdsburg or Sonoma. 
County community during his lifetime. you would be able to provide valuable insights as 
to the setting in which Smith Robinson lived. This project is being carried om by Darius. 
Spemman. a Master's Oegret: candidate in the history program. 

If you decide to panicipate, I will be scheduling a time with you during which I will 
engage you in a face-to face interview lasting approxmwely one hour. If you prefer, a 
telephone inrerview can also be manged. 

Information obtained in the interview will be recorded onto an audio tape recorder. Any 
information that is obtained in connection with this smdy illld that can be identified with 
you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your pemiission or as 
required by law. If you give us your permission by signing this documem:. we plan to 
disclose the information to Sonoma Stare University and the Healdsburg Museum. By 
signing this document you may reserve your right to withdraw your consent at any time 
for disclosing informarion contained in the interView in wilole or in pan. 

Your decision whether or not to participate will not prejudice your futare relations with 
Sonoma Stare University or the Healdsburg Museum. If you decide to participate. you are 
free to withdraw your consent and to discontinue participation at any time without 
prejudice. 

If you have any questions. please call me. Darius Spearman at (707) 664-2710, or·my 
advisor. Le Veil Holmes at (707) 664-2313. 

You will be given a copy of this focm to keep. 

YOU ARE MAKING A DECISION WHETHER OR NOT TO PARTICIPATE.. YOUR 
SIGNATURE INDICATES nrr YOU HA VE DECIDED TO PARTICIPATE HAVING 
READ THE INFORMATION PROFIDE ABOVE. 

Relationship to,SubjecL...--. .-.J. .~ · ·- -----. 

.,,--·· -/ \ -
Signature of Investrgater , . ~-

J ) 
...;;.:-:o 
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Interview Consent Form For Darla Budworth 

Interview Consent Form 

You are invited to participate in a stUdy of Smith Robinson and bis role in the Healdsbarg
community. We hope to leam mote about the process he underwent as a new mival in 
the town of Healdsburg in finding his role in the community. You were selected. as a 
possible participant in this stWiy ~ as a member of the Healdsburg or Sonoma 
County community during his lifetime. you would be able to provide valuable insights as 
to the setting in which Smith Robinson li~ This project is being cmicd out by Darius 
Spearinan. a Master's Degree canciidar.e in the history program. 

If you decide to participate. I will be scheduling a time with you during wbicb. I will 
engage you in a face-to face interview lasting approximarely one hour. If you prefer, a 
telephone interview can aJso be manged. 

Information obtained in the inrerview will be recorded onto an audio tape recorder. Ally 
information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified with 
you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission or as 
required by law. If you give us your pcxmission by signing this docament. we plan to 
disclose the information to Sonoma State University and the Healdsburg Museum. By 
signing this document you may reserve your right to withdraw your consent at any time 
for disclosing information contained in the inrerview in whole or in part. 

Your decision whether or not to participate will not prejudice your fmme relations with 
Sonoma Stare University or the Healdsburg Museum. If you decide to participatey you are 
free to withdraw your consent and to discontinue participation at any time without 
ptcjudice. 

If you have any questions, please Qll ~ Darius Spearman at (7(17) 664-2710, or my 
advisor, Le Veil Holmes _at (7C17) 664-2313. 

You will be given a copy of this form to keep. 

YOU ARE MAKING A DECISION WHEraER OR NOT TOP ARTICIPATE. YOUR 
SIGNA11JRE INDICATES TIIT YOU HA VE DECIDED TO P ARTIClP ATE HA YING 
READ nm INFORMATION PROFIDE ABOVE. 

Relationship to Subject ..:;,, ..... I L: a~ ~-- · --: 
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Interview Consent Form For Robert Nuese and Heidi Reetino 

Interview Consent For.m 

You are invited to parti•e in a stUdy of Smith Robinson and his role in the Healdsburg 
community. We hope tp 1~ more about the process be underwent as a new aaival in 
the town of Healdsburg in finding bis rote in the community. You were selected as a 
possible participant in this smdy bec:mse. as a member of the Healdsburg or Sonoma 
County community during his lifetime. you would be able to provide valuable insighu as 
to the setting in which Smith Robinson lived. This project is being c:mied out by Darius 
Spearman.. a Master's Degree candidate in the history program. 

If you decide to participate. I will be scheduling a time with you during which I will 
engage you in a face-to face interVicw lasting approximately one hour. If you prefer. a 
telephone interView can also be arranged.. 

Information obtained in the inrerview will be recorded onto an audio tape recorder. AD.y 
information that is obtained in connection with this study and that cm be identified with 
you will remain confidential and will be disclosed. only with your permission or as 
required by law. If you give us your permission by signing this document, we plan to 
disclose the information to Sonoma State University and the Healdsburg Museum.. By 
signing this document you may reserve your right to withdraw your consent at any time 
for disclosing infonnation contained in tile inu:rview in whole or ill pan. 

Your decision whether or not to participate will not prejudice your futwe relations with 
Sonoma St.ate University or the He:tldsburg Museum. If you decide to participate, you are 
free to withdraw your consent and to discontinue participation at any time without 
prejudice. · 

If you have any questions. please Qll me. Darius Spe:mnan at (J07) 664-2710, or my 
advisor, Le Veil Holmes at (707) 664-2313. 

You will be given a copy of this form to keep. 

YOU ARE MAKING A DECISION WHETHER OR NOT TOP ARTICIPATE. YOUR 
SIGNATURE INDICATES TIIT YOU HA VE DECIDED TO PARTICIPATE HA YING 
READ THE INFORMATION PROFIDE ABOVE. 

Date 4 { 15' (oo 
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Interview Consent Form For Francis Passalacqua 

Interview Consent Form. 

You are invited to participate in a study of Smith Robinson and bis role in the Healdsburg 
community. We hope to learn more about the process he underwent as a new atrival in 
the cowt1 of Healdsburg in finding his role in the commnnity. You were se!ected as a 
possible participant in this smdy because. :is a member of the Healdsburg or Sonoma.. 
County community during his lifetime. you would be able to provide valuable insights as 
to the setting in wbich Smith Robinson lived. This project is being caaied out by Darius 
S~ a Master's Degree candidate in the history program. 

If you decide to participate. I will be scheduling a time with you during which I will 
engage you in a face-to face interview lasting approximately one hour. If you prefer. a 
telephone interView c:m also be ammged. 

Information obtained in the interview will be recorded onto an audio tape recorder. Ally 
information that is obtained in connection with this srudy and that cm be identified with 
you will remain confidential and will be disclosc4 only with your permission or as 
required by law. ff you give us your permission by signing this document. we plan to 
disclose the infonnation to Sonoma State University and the Healdsburg Museum. By 
signing this document you may reserve your right to withdraw your consent at any time 
for disclosing information contained in the interView in whole or in part. 

Your decision whether or not to participate will not prejudice your futnre relations with 
Sonoma State University or the Healdsburg Museum. If you decide to participate., you are 
free co withdraw your consent and to discontinue participation at any time without 
prejudice. · 

If you have any questions, ple:i.se call me, Darius Spearman at (707) 664-2710. or my 
advisor, Le Veil Holmes at CT07) 664-2313. 

You will be given a copy of this form to lceep. 

YOU ARE MAKING A DECISION WHETHER OR Nor TO PARTICIPATE. YOUR 
SIGNATURE .!ND[CATES TIIT YOU HA VE DECIDED TO PARTICIPATE HAVING 
READ THE 1NFORMATION PROFIDE ABOVE. 
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Interview Consent Form For Gary Rosenberg 

Interview Consent Form 

You are invited to participate in a study of Smith Robinson and his role in the Healdsburg 
community. We hope to learn more about the process he underwent as a new arrival in 
the towu of Healdsburg in finding his role in the community. You were selected as a 
possible participant in this study bec:msc, as a member of the Healdsburg or Sonoma 
County community during his lifetime, you would be able to provide valuable insights as 
to the setting in which Smith Robinson lived. This project is being carried out by Darius 
Spearman. a Master's Degxec c:mdidate in the bi.story program. 

If you decide to panicipare. I will be scheduling a time with you during which I will 
engage you in a face.oto face interview lasting approximareiy one hour; If you prefer, a 
telephone interview can also be arranged. 

Information obtained in the interview will be recorded onto an audio tape recorder. Any 
information that is obtained in connection with this stlldy and that can be identified with 
you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission or as 
required by law. If you give us your pennission by signing this document. we plan to 
disclose the information to Sonoma State University and the Healdsburg Museum. By 
signing this document you may reserve your right to withdraw your consent at any time 
for disclosing information contained in the inrerview in whole or in part. 

Your decision whether or not to participate will not prejudice your future relations with 
Sonoma State University or the Healdsburg Museum. If you decide to participate, you are 
free to withdraw your consent and to discontinue participation at any time without 
prejudice. · 

If you have any questions. please c:ill me, Darius S~ at (107) 664-2710~ or my· 
ad.visor, Le Veil Holmes at (707) 664-2313. 

You will be given a copy of this form to keep. 

YOU ARE MAKING A DECISION WHETHER OR NOT TO PARTICIPATE. YOUR 
SIGNATURE INDICATES THT YOU HA VE DECIDED TO PARTICIPATE HA VINO 
READ TiiE INFORMATION PROFIDE ABOVE. 
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APPENDIX B: DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO S1V1ITH 
ROBINSON'S CHOffi 

A Letter From W. Moffat Dennis to Smith Robinson, 7 /12/55 

Mr. - Smi~h Robinson 
414 Grant Street 
Healdsburg, C~lifornia 

Dear Smitty: 

The da7s have pas:Jed sL·1ce the choir of the 
He~1ld.sbt.1.r;::: lt'~dArnt8·.l Chl.lrch c~.me to our hos
pital, 2.ncl Ia.ma little embarassed tht,t I 
have not \ffittcm you soon::r 1 to thank you again 
for the t~:{celJ. e11t seririce you and your choir 
rendered to us on the occasion of your visit. 

I want you Hll to knoT,.- tlwt we deeply a.ppreciated 
the service that you rendered, and at that time 
felt that possibly on a.nother occasion, should 
such a visit be arranged, we would make your 
coming the central event. 

The children of ou~ hospital certainly appreciate 
the interest cf outsiders \vho ·come ,vith a genuine 
interest in them, and they cJl\·1ays seem t ·o respond 
to good music enthusia3tically presented~ 

Please convey my warmest thanks to the choir, to 
f-1r. and i•irs. Don Jackson, and to youi--~'3lf of 
course, for havi116 cowe. .May we look forward to 
another ·nsit in the near future? 

Cordially yours, 

PORTE.1-l, 1•"i. D. 
and Medical Director 

By 
v;. Moffat Dennis 
Protestant Chaplain 

v.1.m: gs 
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A Letter From Roy Ross to Smith Robinson, 1960 

TCMALES, MARIN Cc., CALIFORNIA 

3rrd t ;, lohi.n:::on 
1n 1~ Gr-'"' n: - !: -r-e- 1

~ t 
'. e~ldzbur~, ~-~li forr1ia 
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':ie .::ir~ nhmys happy to ha,,e you and the choir lead us in worship 
~nd thi~ ye.·J.::: is no exception. :le will be looking forward to you being 
with us on Jun~ 5th. Our ser,,ice this year will be at 11 A. M., which 
i::; .-:i, ch·.intJ~ from fa. t JP.a.r. I hope thnt it will be satisfactory. 

-~ Sverythine is ccinG fine with us here. Our congregation has voted 

. .... 

f;o renovate th~ chur,:h sanctuary ;i t a cost of ab<;>ut 12 to 13,666 dollars. 
It is hooe'1 th3 t we will besin work in June and will be finished by 
l?;rly F.3iL ;'';o w~ ·.,1i.ll he looking forward to your presenceeven mor~ 
iri 1'?6l. 

'.ie bad ~ ·r~-r-y pl~asant :1nci. fruitful Easter, startin·g off with a 
-~unrise :'3erv;_ce .,t the ne ~ by Army bas'!. 'l'hat was especially nice 
.'ls they invi.ted u~ l:o b.re~ltf,1.st after the a!rvice. 

Let us kno•.-, b t-?r on ·.vh,'3 t you ·.-1il l be singing and '"e will sork 
r.t;, th!? ':iorship.;1~rvice . 

Sincerely 

~y 
Roy Hass 



A Letter From Grace P. to Smith Robinson, 1/2/58 
(Page 1) 
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A Letter From Grace P. to Smith Robinson, 1/2/58 
(Page 2) 

~ ... . 
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A Letter From Alice Schweitert to Smith Robinson, 3 I 6 I 50 

HEALDSBURG ·FEDERATEO CHURCH 
METHCOIST • PRE!l8YTERIAN 

J. I. THCMAS9 PASTCR 

!;1r. Smith Rouinson 
41I.J. Gr~mt St. 
Heald·sbu.i·s, Calif. 

Z1T ,'ITCH 8-nlCIC'T 

HEALDSBURG, CAU .. CANIA 
,-MQNC s,9 

Ma.rcl1 G, 1?50 

At the· Yebrua.rr meeting of the Executive Council it 
wc.s moved thn.t the Coui1cil extend to you a vote of thanks 
on beh.-:,,lf of the Church for the fine work you ha.ve done 
c.1.1.rin.f the past year as Choir Director. Thi-s letter is 
in tended to · convc!:- their e:::pression of gra. ti tude. 

It was al~ o moved tl~. t 701.1 be re-ap!]O in ted to this 
ofrice for t~e cn~in~ yeRr. 

Sincerely y-ours, 

Alice Schwietert, Secretary 
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A Letter From Dorothy Meeker to Smith Robinson, 
2/17/1947 

ID4r Jnut4 (!founril 
Jrt!dlytery of t42 i!P~maoos 

February 1.7, 1947 

fir. Smith Robinson 
Healdsburg Federated Church 
Healdsburg, California 

Dear Smithie: 

71 

~~---: 

' 
~ . : 

.:·.·:, 

At the Youth CounQ11 mee~1ng after 

~he elcse of the convention Sunday, · the part of 

the convention which was praised the most and de

aided the most outstanding was the musie. The 
, 

credit for th"4e faGt goes almost entirely to 

you who dire~t the young people so wonderfully. 

On behalf of the council, I wish to thank you for 

everything you did for the Convention. The remem

brance of the beautiful music: and f-f:'· ·you will never 

be separated, and both will live forever in the -I 
_;hearts of the delegates. 

Sincerely yours, 

v~~ 
Seorei&a;. 



A Letter From Lindsey Remolif to Smith Robinson, 4/19 /54 
(Page 1) 

-- -- ..... __ --·-- . 

11111/ 
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A Letter From Lindsey Remolif to Smith Robinson, 4/19/54 
(Page 2) · 
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A Letter From the Floyd Family to Smith Robinson, 
12/12/1955 
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A Letter From M 
l argaret Morehouse Grabbie . 

6/16/49 (Page 1) to Snuth Robinson, 

- ~. 
,, I /t 

,t., i ~(. ( / I /L 
. -.~~-

c:- ~ 
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A Letter From Margaret Morehouse Grabble to Smith Robinson, 
6/16/ 49 (Page 2) 
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APPENDIX C DOCUMENTS PERTA.WIN"G TO S1vllTH 
ROBINSON'S HEALTH CONDmON 

A Letter From Francis M. Passalacqua to :Milton Brandt, 12/13/60 

PASSALACQUA & MAZZONI 

77 

J:DAtlf".IS H. PA!;!;Al..4CQUA 
J.At1,s ~. MAZZONI, JR. 

IU 11ATWCSOH STltHT 

HI.AU>SBURG, CAUFOAHIA 

"All.ING, AOO••ss 
,.o.10Jt27• 

Ttn.llPMOHH1 

IOUwooo l•U•.J l•ll ... 

D~c ~mb er I 3, 19(,n 

Mr~ Mi I ton ~randt - . 
~?S Bailhdch~ Av?.nu~ 
I I-=-: r1 i d:; t, u r ~ :e C ; I i for n i a 

I ) c- rl r fv~ i I t : 

/\s you undoub te?dl y are aware, the Smith 
t;· r:-rbin~on b~nefif- dinner surpassed al I expecta~;ons. 
fhc.! comp I el e success of this benefi f- was rea Ii zed be
Cdvs~ of your unselfrsh efforts, togeth'!r with all the 
o t h er s w h o q en <-! r o u s I y ~ a v e o f t h e i r f- i me, ma k i n g th i s 
bcrn?.fi t th?. s_uccess tha f- it was. 

~ a ' , ~ ,1 • I " 

Th ?. r e a r e j u s t t o o ma n v p e op l e t o per son -
~llv thank for their assistance. However, 1· want to 
~elk?. this m~ans to thank you and ask you in turn to . 
p~r son a 11 y thank a 11 those who worked on your commi Hee. 
I~ was most nratifyin9 to have you as chairmdn of your 
commi He?~. and to work in coope?ra tion with a 11" the other 
r,~rsons who participated in this ~vent. Many, many thrisw 

Yours very truly~ 

4'-1,r~sSALe,teoA 

pr. 

. , 



APPENDIX D: DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO S:MITH 
ROBil'.JSON'S CONNECTION TO TIIB AFRICAN AMERICAN 

COfvThlIUNITY 

"A Pair for Peace," Article Found by the Writer in Smith 
Robinson's Personal Scrapbook 

Hammarskjold 

A Pair for Peace· 
In the words of Alfred Nobel's will, the Peace Prize 

is awarded to that man who has "done the most or best 
to further brotherhood among peoples, to abolish or c:ut 
down the standing armies, and to c:reate or further the
work of peace congresses.'' 

And last week, two men--ooth apostl~s of non
violence in a violent world-were deemed worthy of that 
honor: The late United Nations Secretary General Dag 
Hammar~kjold and South African Negro leader Albert 
John Luthuli. The l 961 award to the late U. N. 
Secretary General, the first to be made posthumously,. 
had been anticipated. But the award to Luthuli-for his 
efforts against racial discrimination in South Africa
was given belatedly for 1960, and c:a_me as a c:omplete
surprise. 

A former chief of the Abasemalcolweni tribe of the 
Zulu nation, the 62-year-old, mission-educated Luthuli 
had become head of the African National Congress in 
14144, and led civil disobedience campaigns against 
South Africa's apartheid policies. For his efforts, the 
white supremacist government of Prime Minister Hendrik 
Verw.oerd had confined Luthuli to his native -town of 1 
Groutville, where, last week, he c:onfessed being flabber- f 

gasted to learn of the award. l 
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